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How to find c
The law of rhythm in nature

teaches us that dark days are
followed by days of sunshine.
Time, of course, is the great

healer. A wholesome, cheerful
frame of mind, sincerely adopted
and followed, does make the path
easier, the day brighter, and
above all, life more colorful.

If a person is trying to reach
the goal of life, he will be both
happy and contented when he is
relieved from strain, finds delight
in his work, stimulation in his
friendships and a challenge in
citizenship and community
resDonsihilitiec ran
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his knowledge of life and nature
through the art of self-cultivation
and his life becomes more
spacious.

If contentment is the goal, a

person can reach it more easily in
this way than he can by allowing
his desire for the acquisition of
material things to rule him. Contentmentcan never be achieved
by the constant attempt to get
things and it is understood well
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that a person can't be happy and
contented who is filled with
hunger and a desire of possession.There are people who want
to become rich quickly. They do
not stop and realize haste makes
waste.

Naomi's View

NAOMI
McLEAN

It takes time, patience and en-'
uuimiwc iu accompusn mc gosu ot
life in the right way. By taking
time and going the right way,
what is accomplished or has been
accomplished is joy.

Quiet contentment is a help in
reaching the goal of life. The time
of year is approaching when there
will be a winter sunset. The trees
on the banks of streams are bare
and forlorn, and watching the
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departing glow of the setting sun
that lights up the sky is reflected
on the quiet surface of the windingstream. Why not try to
witness such d scene?

It is the kind which relieves the
strain and stress of life and brings
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quiet contentment to our minds.
Such a scene opens the mind

and prepares a person to modify
his thinking by new developments
and to adjust himself to things
which possibly may fall by the
wayside.
Such a scene will inspire a per*

son to see life more abundantly
and become inspired. Inspiration
enlivens and stimulates, helping
us to see the beauty of nature and
of character.
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Precincts
Rfity Qrovt Rocrsstion Cantor
Klmbtrtty Torraco Housing
M. L King Racroatton Cantor
Mamarial Cattsaum
Patslay High School
Forast HW Rra Station
St. Staphans Baptist Church
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Stafford*
and Gentry*
Rag. $18. Dressing your best is a fourpartstory. Shirts, suits, slacks and
sportcoats. And when you choose from
our Stafford and Gentry collections,
you have the makings of a real success
story. Begin with our single-needle
tailored shirts in cotton/polyester and
polyester/cotton blends.
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Winston-Salem
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RE-ELECT
HAUSER
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of RoprosontoMvos
He will be sensitive to your concerns end

^ will continue to work to meke Forsyth County
and North Carolina a better place In whkh to

HHI
in his district are:

New Hope United Moth. Church
Old Town Elemontary School
Bothabara Moravian Church
Hanoi Community Contor
Minoral Springs Fire Station
Lowranco Elemontary School
Carver High School

?.fl. Hauser . c.E. "Bighouse" Gaines, treasurer

ind dress shoes.
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Sale 39.99
to129.99

. Stafford* for menV Coordinated dressing starts with
Stafford. Like this Shetland sportcoat/ and dress slacks of 100% wool. And a
two-piece suit in a year 'round polyester/
worsted wool blend. The sportcoat

i comes in an assortment of traditional
herringbones and fashion patterns.
Perfect with our solid slacks. And you'll-find the suit in stripes, plaids and
fancies. Left to right:
Sportcoat, Reg. $110 Sale 89.99
Dress slacks, Reg. $50 Sale 39.99
Two-piece suit, Reg. $165 Sale 129.99

Farly Holiday
CatalogShopping . .

Avoid holiday crowds. Shop early.
At home By phone For everyone
on your list.

The JCPenney Catalog

3nneyHanes Mall 768-2510 J
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